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In the regression model, we assume that the independent variables are random
instead of fixed. Consider the problem of estimating the coverage function of a
usual confidence interval for the unknown intercept parameter. In this paper, we
consider a case in which the number of unknown parameters is smaller than 5. We
show that the usual constant coverage probability estimator is admissible in the
usual sense in this case. Note that this estimator is inadmissible in the usual sense
in the other case where the number of unknown parameters is greater than 4.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the usual normal multiple linear regression model. Denote the
( p+1) unknown parameters by : # R, ;=(;1 , ..., ;p)$ # R p. Let Vi=
(Vi1 , ..., Vip)$, i=1, ..., m, denote the observed (i.e., known) regression con-
stants. Let Y1 , ..., Ym be independent normal random variables with
E(Yi)=:+V$i ;, Var(Yi)=_2, i=1, ..., m, (1)
where _2 is known. Without loss of generality, _2 is assumed to be 1 in the
following. The usual estimators of : and ; are
:^=Y &V ; and ; =S&1V$(Y&Y 1), (2)
where V$=(V1 , ..., Vm), Y=(Y1 , ..., Ym)$, Y =m&1 1$Y, V =m&11$V, S=
(V&1V )$ (V&1V ) and 1$=(1, ..., 1)1_m .
Note that
\:^; +tN \\
:
;+ , : (V)+ ,
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where
: (V)=\n
&1+V S &1V $
&S&1V $
&V S &1
S&1 + . (3)
Consequently, a 1&# confidence interval of : is
C:^, V (c)={:: |:^&:|- n&1+V S &1V $c= , (4)
where c is the upper 1&#2 cutoff point of N(0, 1). Now assume that V is
a random variable, instead of a fixed constant, with finite moments and
density function f (v). In this paper we are interested in reporting the
confidence of C :^, V (c). Usually the usual constant coverage probability
estimator 1&# is used to report the confidence of C:^, V (c). However, it is
reasonable to find a data-dependent report for C :^, V (c) instead of the 1&#.
This problem is equivalent to finding a data-dependent estimator r(:^, ; ) of
I(: # C:^, V (c)), where
I(: # C :^, V (c))={1 if : # C :^, V (c)0 otherwise. (5)
For an estimator r(:^, ; ), consider the squared error loss
[r(:^, ; )&I(: # C:^, V (c))]2. (6)
Wang (1999) has proved that the usual constant coverage probability
estimator 1&# for the coverage function I(: # C :^, V) is inadmissible under
the loss function (6) if the number of unknown parameters is greater than
4. In this paper, we deal with the other part, where the number of unknown
parameters is smaller than 5. The estimator 1&# is shown to be admissible
under the loss function (6) in this situation. Note that for the case where
V is fixed, it will be reduced to the case of standard normal distribution by
a transformation. The related problem regarding the normal distribution
had been discussed by Brown and Hwang (1990). Hence the case where V
is fixed had been discussed. Therefore, in this paper we focus on the case
where V is random.
2. ADMISSIBILITY RESULT WHEN p4
In this section, we will prove our main theorem 1.
Theorem 1. In model (1), 1&# is an admissible estimator for estimating
(5) under the loss function (6) when p4.
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The proof is based on the Blyth method. Note that 1&# is a Bayes
estimator of (5) with respect to prior ?(:, ;)=1. Define
1n =| [E[1&#&I(: # C :^, v)]2
&E[r?n(:^, ; $, v)&I(: # C :^, v)]2] ?n(:, ;) f (v) d: d; dv, (7)
where r?n(:^, ; $, v) is the Bayes estimator of (5) with respect to prior ?n .
That is,
r?n(:^, ; )=
 |:^&:|- Var(:^)<c ?n(:, ;$) ,(:^&:, ; $&;$) d: d;
 ?n(:, ;$) ,(:^&:, ; $&;$) d: d;
. (8)
If we can find priors ?n such that ?n goes to ?(:, ;)=1 and 1n goes to zero
as n goes to infinity, then by the Blyth method, 1&# is an admissible
estimator for (5). Note that the region considered in this paper is (4),
which is unbounded in R p+1 since the value of ; is unbounded. However,
for the case in Brown and Hwang (1990), the confidence region is bounded
since its region is a spherical ball. In Lemma 2.6, it is hard to determine the
supreme value in an unbounded region. Therefore, the main technical part
in this proof is that 1n is separated into two parts A and B (see proof of
Theorem 1). Part A is similar to the case discussed in Brown and Hwang
(1990) because the confidence region in A is bounded. It is sufficient to
show that A=o(1) and B=o(1) as n goes to infinity. Lemma 2.3 shows
that A=o(1) as n goes to infinity. The result of Lemma 2.3 is the combina-
tion of Lemmas 2.42.6. Moreover, B=o(1) is also shown in the proof of
Theorem 1.
First we introduce a sequence of priors of (:, ;$). Define
?n(:, ;$)=’n( |:|2+|;|2), (9)
where
|;|2=;$;
’n( |:|2+|;|2)={
1 if 0|:|2+|;|21
\1&ln(|:|
2+|;|2)
ln n +
2
if 1|:|2+|;|2n2
ln3 2
(ln2 n)[4(|:|2+|;|2)2n2&1+ln 2]
if n2|:|2+|;|2<.
Then ?n(:, ;$)  ?(:, ;$)=1 as n goes to infinity. Lemma 2.1 provides
another expression for the denominator of (8) with respect to priors (9).
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Lemma 2.1. Let :^ and ; be defined as in (2) and let ?n be defined in (9).
Also let
r(C:^, V (c))=P(: # C:^, V (c)). (10)
Then
|
C:^, V(c)
?n(:, ;) ,(:^&:, ; &;) d: d;
=?n(:^, ; ) r(C:^, V (c))+KC:^, V(c), n(:^, ; ), (11)
where
O \ 1ln n+ if 0|:^|2+|; |21
KC:^, V(c), n(:^, ; )={O[’$n( |:^|+|; |2)] if 1|:^|2+|; |2n2O[’$n( |:^|2+|; |2)]+O(e&|:^|2+|; |2) if n2|:^|2+|; |2<
for n sufficiently large and ,( } ) is the joint p.d.f. of :^&: and ; &;. Note
that ’$n in the last expression denotes the first derivative of ’n . Moreover, O
is uniform for all :^, ; .
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 1 in Wang (1998).
From this lemma, the denominator of (8) can be rewritten to be the right-
hand side of (11). In fact, in Lemma 2.1 C:^, V (c)=[:: |:^&:|- Var(:^)c]
is not the only sufficient condition of Eq. (11). In the following lemma,
C:^, V (c) is replaced by the other set and the result of Lemma 2.1 is still
valid.
Lemma 2.2. In Lemma 2.1, if C :^, V (c)=[:: |:^&:|- Var(:^)c] is
replaced by U:^, ; $(c)=[(:, ;$): |(:^, ; $)&(:, ;$) |<c] and then Eq. (11) still
holds.
The proof of Lemma 2.2 is similar to that of Lemma 2.1.
Note that if c in Lemma 2.1 is , then r(C:^, V (c))=1. Using this fact
and Lemma 2.1,
r?n(:^, ; )=r(C:^, V (c))+KC:^, V(c), n(:^, ; ), (12)
where KC:^, V(c), n(x) is given in (11). The expression of the right-hand side of
(12) is used in the proof of Theorem 1 instead of the expression of the
right-hand side of (8).
Let
%=(:, ;$) O&1V P
12
V
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and
h(%)=(h1(%), ..., h( p+1)(%))=%P&12V OV ,
where OV and PV are orthogonal and diagonal matrix, respectively, such
that
7(V)=O&1V PV OV . (13)
In the following, by changing variables, we use the notation % instead of
(:, ;$).
Lemma 2.3. Assume that Z is a p+1 dimensional normal random
variable with mean % and covariance matrix I( p+1)_( p+1) . Let
2n =||| [[1&#&I(% # Uz(c*))]2&[r*?n(z)&I(% # Uz(c*))]2]
_,(z&%) f (v) ?n(h(%)) d% dv dz, (14)
where Uz(c*)=[%: |z&%|c*] is a 1&# confidence set of % and r*
?n(z) is
the Bays estimator of I(% # Uz(c*)) with respect to prior ?n . Then
lim
n  
2n=0. (15)
Note that 1&#=r
*
? (z) is the Bayes estimator of I(% # Uz(c*)) with
respect to noninformative prior ?. The proof of Lemma 2.3 will be com-
pleted by combining Lemmas 2.42.6.
Lemma 2.4. There exists a sequence Bn   such that
2n ||
|h(z)|>Bn _(r*?n(z)&r**?n (z))2
_|
|h(%)&h(z)||h(z)|2
?n(h(%)) ,(z&%) f (v) d%& dz dv+o(1),
where
r
**
?n (z)=
 |z&%|c* ?n(h(%)) ,(z&%) d%
 |h(z)&h(%)||h(z)|2 ?n(h(%)) ,(z&%) d%
.
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Lemma 2.5.
| ?n(h(%)) ,(z&%) d%?n(h(z))=1+o(1),
where as n  , the error term o(1) converges to zero uniformly for all
|h(z)|>Bn .
The proof of Lemma 2.5 is similar to that of Lemma 2 in Brown and
Hwang (1990) except ?n(%) is replaced by ?n(h(%)). The proof of
Lemma 2.4 is also similar to that of Lemma 1 in Brown and Hwang (1990)
except ?n(%) is replaced by ?n(h(%)) and v is integrated out. Since the
integrals in both sides of the inequation in Lemma 2.4 are integrable with
respect to v, the inequality holds directly by the result of Brown and
Hwang (1990).
Lemma 2.6.
(r
**
?n (z)&r
*
? (z))2
H :
p
i, j=1
(mvi, j)
2 {_’$n(R
2)
’n(R2)&
2
+_R2 ’~ n(R
2)
’n(R2)&
2
+e&R25= ,
where
R=|h(z)|,
’~ n(s)=sup {’"n(t2): t>s2= ,
[mvi, j]p_p=P
12
v Ov ,
’"n is the second derivative of ’n , and H is some positive constant.
The proof of this lemma is in the Appendix.
Proof of Theorem 1. By Blyth’s method, if we could show that (7) goes
to zero as n goes to infinity, then the proof will be completed.
By changing variables, 1n can be rewritten as
| {E _1&#&I \h1(%) # {h1(%): |h1(z)&h1(%)|- Var(h1(z)) c=+&
2
&E _r?n(h(z), v)&I \h1(%) # {h1(%): |h1(z)&h1(%)|- Var(h1(z)) c=+&
2
=
_?n(h(%)) |M(v)| f (v) d% dv,
where M(v)=[mvi, j]p_p=P
12
V OV and OV and PV are defined as in (13).
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Then 1n can be written as
||| {_1&#&I(% # Uz(c*))
&I \h1(%) # {h1(%): |h1(z)&h1(%)|- Var(h1(z)) c=++I(% # Uz(c*))&
2
&_r?n(h(z), v)&I(% # Uz(c*))
&I \h1(%) # {h1(%): |h1(z)&h1(%)|- Var(h1(z)) c=++I(% # Uz(c*))&
2
=
_,(z&%) |M(v)| f (v) ?n(h(%)) dz dv d%, (16)
where ,(z&%) and f (v) are the p.d.f.s of z and v, respectively, and Uz(c*)
is defined as in Lemma 2.3. By a straightforward computation and the
definition of h1(%), (16) is equal to A+B, where
A=||| [[1&#&I(% # Uz(c*))]2&[r?n(h(z), v)&I(% # Uz(c*))]2]
_,(z&%) |M(v)| f (v) ?n(h(%)) dz dv d%
and
B=2 ||| [I(% # Uz(c*))&I(: # C :^, V (c))]
_(1&#&r?n(h(z), v)) ,(z&%) |M(v)| f (v) ?n(h(%)) dz dv d%.
For B, integrating the variable % first and using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 yields
B=2 || [(1&#) ?n(h(z))+KUz(c*), n(h(z))
&(1&#) ?n(h(z))&KCh(z), v(c), n(h(z))]
_[1&#&(1&#)&KCh(z), v(c), n(h(z))] |M(v)| f (v) dz dv
=| O[K 2Ch(z), v(c), n(h(z))] |M(v)| f (v) dz dv
=| O[K 2Ch(z), v(c), n(h(z))] t( p2)&1 dt f (v) dv,
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where
t=|h(z)|2.
Hence for p=4, B has the same order as
|
1
0
1
ln2 n
t dt+|
n2
1
4
t2 ln2 n \1&
ln t
ln n+
2
t dt
+|

n2
64a2n \4 t
2
n2
&b+
&4 t2
n4
t dt+|

n2
O(e&t) t dt
which is o(1) for sufficiently large n by the same argument as Wang (1998,
p. 372). Note that for the case where p3, by a straightforward calcula-
tion, we also can obtain that the order of B is o(1). Now we turn to A,
which is bounded above by
||| [[1&#&I(% # Uz(c*))]2&[r?n(z)&I(% # Uz(c*))]2]
_,(z&%) |M(v)| f (v) ?n(h(%)) dv d% dz (17)
by a Bayes-type argument, where r?n(z) is the Bayes estimator of I(% #
Uz(c*)) with respect to prior ?n(h(%)). Since B=o(1), (15) holds if
(17) approaches zero as n goes to infinity, which has been proved by
Lemmas 2.3. Thus, the proof is completed. K
3. CONCLUSION
In Wang (1999), the confidence coefficient 1&# is shown to be inad-
missible for estimating (5) when the number of the slope parameters is
greater than 5. This result reveals that the confidence coefficient is an
unreasonable confidence report for confidence interval (4). Therefore, when
the number of the slope parameters is large, we need to find another more
accurate confidence report for (4) instead of the confidence coefficient.
However, in this paper, 1&# is shown to be admissible when the number
of the slope parameters is less than 5. Then from the point of view of the
decision theory, the confidence coefficient is an acceptable confidence
report in this case. By the results of Brown and Hwang (1990) and this
paper, we conjecture that in general the confidence coefficient is a good
confidence report for the confidence set when the number of unknown
parameters is small.
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APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 2.6. Let
a1 =|
| y| <c*
’n( |h(z)| 2) ,( y) dy,
a2=|
| y| <c*
(’n( |h(z+ y)|2)&’n( |h(z)|2)) ,( y) dy
and b1 and b2 are similarly defined as a1 and a2 , respectively, except c* is
replaced by |h(z)|2 and y by h( y) in the domain of integration. Then r**
?n (z),
which by definition equals
 | y| <c* ?n(z+ y) ,( y) dy
 |h( y)| <|h(z)|2 ?n(z+ y) ,( y) dy
,
is equal to (a1+a2)(b1+b2), which can be rewritten as
a1
b1
+
a2
b1+b2
&
a1
b1
b2
b1+b2
.
Consider b2(b1+b2) first. By Taylor’s expansion and Lemma 2.5, we have
} b2b1+b2 }M
1
’n(R2) | |h( y)| <|h(z)|2 [|h(z+ y)|
2&|h(z)|2] ’$n(R2)
+
1
2
[|h(z+ y)|2&|h(z)| 2]2 ’~ n(R) ,( y) dy,
for some M<. Note that
hi (z)= :
p
j=1
mvijzj ,
where
[mvij]p_p=P
12
V OV .
Hence
|h(z+ y)|2&|h(z)|2
= :
p
i=1
2( y1mvi1+ } } } + ypp
v
ip)(z1m
v
i1+ } } } +zpm
v
ip)
+ :
p
i=1
( y1mvi1+ } } } + ypm
v
ip)
2.
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Moreover,
| _ :
p
i=1
2( y1mvi1+ } } } + ypm
v
ip)(z1 m
v
i1+ } } } +zpm
v
ip)&
2
,( y) dy
p \ :
p
i, j=1
(mvij)
2+ R2.
Now use the fact that  yi ,( y) dy=0 and the above inequality to conclude
} b2b1+b2 }H :
p
i, j=1
(mvij)
2 {_’$n(R
2)
’n(R2)&+_R2
’~ n(R2)
’n(R2)&=
for some H<.
Moreover, by a similar argument as above, a2 (b1+b2) also satisfies the
last inequality.
Finally, for the term a1 b1 , we have
a1
b1
=
 | y|<c* ’n( |h(z)|
2) ,( y) dy
 |h( y)|<|h(z)|2 ’n( |h(z)|
2) ,( y) dy
=
 | y|<c* ,( y) dy
 ,( y) dy _1+
 |h( y)| >|h(z)|2 ,( y) dy
 |h( y)|<|h(z)|2 ,( y) dy&
=r
*
?+O(e&|h(z)|25),
when n is large enough. When we combine the above results this lemma is
completed.
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